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ABSTRACT
WD 1145+017 is currently the only white dwarf known to exhibit periodic transits of
planetary debris as well as absorption lines from circumstellar gas. We present the first
simultaneous fast optical spectrophotometry and broad-band photometry of the sys-
tem, obtained with the Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC) and the Liverpool Telescope
(LT), respectively. The observations spanned 5.5 h, somewhat longer than the 4.5-h
orbital period of the debris. Dividing the GTC spectrophotometry into five wavelength
bands reveals no significant colour differences, confirming grey transits in the optical.
We argue that absorption by an optically thick structure is a plausible alternative
explanation for the achromatic nature of the transits that can allow the presence of
small-sized (∼ µm) particles. The longest (87 min) and deepest (50 per cent attenua-
tion) transit recorded in our data exhibits a complex structure around minimum light
that can be well modelled by multiple overlapping dust clouds. The strongest circum-
stellar absorption line, Fe ii λ5169, significantly weakens during this transit, with its
equivalent width reducing from a mean out-of-transit value of 2 A˚ to 1 A˚ in-transit,
supporting spatial correlation between the circumstellar gas and dust. Finally, we
made use of the Gaia Data Release 2 and archival photometry to determine the white
dwarf parameters. Adopting a helium-dominated atmosphere containing traces of hy-
drogen and metals, and a reddening E(B − V ) = 0.01 we find Teff = 15 020 ± 520 K,
log g = 8.07 ± 0.07, corresponding to MWD = 0.63 ± 0.05 M and a cooling age of
224± 30 Myr.
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1 INTRODUCTION
About 25− 50 per cent of all white dwarfs contain traces of
elements heavier than helium in their atmospheres (Zucker-
man et al. 2003, 2010; Koester et al. 2014). Because of the
strong surface gravity of white dwarfs, metals will sink out
c© 2018 The Authors
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of their atmospheres on time scales that are short compared
to their cooling ages (Paquette et al. 1986; Koester 2009).
This characteristic implies that the photospheric pollution
is the result of recent or ongoing accretion, and it is now
well-established that the accreted material originates from
the disruption of planetary bodies (Graham et al. 1990; Jura
2003). A small fraction of white dwarfs, ' 1 − 3 per cent,
show along with the metal-pollution an infrared excess pro-
duced by a circumstellar dust disc (see e.g. Kilic et al. 2006;
Girven et al. 2011; Steele et al. 2011), which unambiguously
identifies the source of the metals detected in their photo-
spheres.
The discovery of periodic transits from debris orbiting
the white dwarf WD 1145+017 (hereafter WD1145; Vander-
burg et al. 2015) provides the unprecedented opportunity
to investigate the physical processes of the tidal disruption
of a planetesimal in real time. Detailed follow-up photome-
try revealed the presence of multiple debris fragments with
periods of 4.5 − 4.9 h, many of them co-orbital with period
differences of only a few seconds (Ga¨nsicke et al. 2016; Rap-
paport et al. 2016; Gary et al. 2017). The variable and large
depths (up to 50 per cent) of the occultations, coupled with
their long durations (a few to a few tens of minutes) and
asymmetric shapes, suggest that the transits are caused by
dust clouds originating from multiple fragments rather than
the solid bodies themselves (Ga¨nsicke et al. 2016). It has
been suggested that a single parent body may be the origin
of the multiple fragments (Rappaport et al. 2016) and upper
limits on the mass (≤ 1023 g) and eccentricity (≤ 0.1) of the
putative body were derived using the dynamical information
obtained from the timing of the transits (Gurri et al. 2017;
Veras et al. 2017).
High-resolution spectroscopy of WD1145 revealed a
metal-polluted He-dominated atmosphere, with signatures
from 12 elements: O , Mg , Al , Si , Ca , Ti , V , Cr , Mn , Fe ,
Ni and Na (Xu et al. 2016). Besides the presence of photo-
spheric metal lines, they detected numerous absorption fea-
tures from circumstellar gas. Redfield et al. (2017) reported
a change in the shape of these circumstellar absorption lines
on time scales ranging from minutes to months, and tenta-
tively associated this evolution with an eccentric gas disc,
a hypothesis that was more recently refined with additional
observations and modelling (Cauley et al. 2018).
Numerous simultaneous multi-band photometric stud-
ies of WD1145 revealed no measurable difference in the tran-
sit depths across different band passes (Alonso et al. 2016;
Zhou et al. 2016; Croll et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2018), which
provided lower limits on the particle size in the range of
' 0.5 − 1µm. However, Hallakoun et al. (2017) reported a
decrease in the transit depth in the u-band, and suggested
that this ‘bluing’ is related to a reduced strength of the nu-
merous circumstellar absorption lines present in the very
blue part of the optical spectrum. The previously reported
apparent decrease in the strength of the circumstellar Fe
absorption lines during transit events (Redfield et al. 2017)
provides some support for this hypothesis, though there was
a lack of simultaneous photometry to confirm this associa-
tion.
Here we report the first simultaneous spectroscopic and
photometric study of WD1145, obtaining fast optical spec-
trophotometry and photometry using two different tele-
scopes.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We observed WD1145 on 2017 April 4 simultaneously with
the 10.4-m Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC) and the 2.0-m
Liverpool Telescope (LT), both located at the Observatorio
del Roque de los Muchachos on La Palma, Spain. The ob-
servations were conducted under clear sky conditions, with
variable seeing between 1.1 and 1.7 arcsec.
2.1 GTC spectrophotometry
For the differential spectrophotometry we used the Optical
System for Imaging and low-Intermediate-Resolution Inte-
grated Spectroscopy (OSIRIS; Sa´nchez et al. 2012), mounted
on the Nasmyth-B focus of GTC. We used the 12-arcsec wide
slit in order to minimise flux losses, and the R300B grism.
The spectra were recorded on CCD #2 (Marconi CCD44–82,
2048× 4096 pixels) with 2× 2 binning. This setup provides
a spectral resolution of 21 A˚ (full-width at half maximum;
FWHM) at the centre of the 3965−9575 A˚ wavelength range.
We orientated the slit at 61.7o (east from north) to in-
clude both WD1145 and the reference star UCAC4 458–
051099 (1.9 arcmin distant). We took 250 exposures of 50 s
each with a dead time of 21 s, for a total on-source time of
5.16 h. The observing run started at airmass 1.38 and ended
at 1.55, before and after target culmination, respectively.
We tested that no significant flux drop was present for both
stars.
The spectra were bias and flat-field corrected using
standard procedures within iraf1. We obtained the one-
dimensional spectra of both objects via optimal extraction
(Horne 1986) using the data reduction software PAMELA
pamela2. We adopted an aperture of 32 pixels, centred on
each spectrum trace. Two 10-pixel wide apertures bracket-
ing each target aperture were defined to subtract the sky
background. Wavelength calibration of the spectra was per-
formed with molly2 by means of a fourth-order polyno-
mial fit to the HgArNeXe arc data. We corrected for any
significant wavelength shifts by applying the offsets mea-
sured on the prominent He i λ5876 for WD1145 and the
Na i λ5890, 5896 (blended) absorption doublet for the refer-
ence star. The average spectra for the target and the refer-
ence star are shown in Fig. 1.
2.2 LT fast photometry
We obtained simultaneous fast photometry of WD1145 with
RISE (Gibson et al. 2008; Steele et al. 2008), a fast-readout
camera on the LT. RISE was equipped with the ‘V+R’ fil-
ter which has a bandpass of 5000−7000 A˚and a 1024×1024
pixel e2v frame-transfer CCD, which provides a field of view
of 9.4 × 9.4 arcmin2. The frame-transfer operation rapidly
shifts the integrated charge into a buffer region at the end of
each exposure, where it can be read out in parallel with the
next integration. We stayed on-target for a total of 5.03 h,
continuously taking 5 s exposures with a negligible 0.035 s
1 iraf is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Obser-
vatories.
2 Both pamela and molly packages were developed by Tom
Marsh; http://deneb.astro.warwick.ac.uk/phsaap/software/
molly/html/INDEX.html
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Figure 1. Average wide-slit spectra of WD1145 (blue) and the reference star (red) obtained with GTC/OSIRIS. The He i and Fe ii
absorption features of WD1145 are marked with purple and green vertical lines, respectively. The principal telluric absorptions lie within
the light-grey shaded areas. Both average spectra have been normalised.
dead time between images. Debiasing and flat-fielding were
performed by the RISE data reduction pipeline, then syn-
thetic aperture photometry was extracted for the target and
several nearby comparison stars using the tsreduce soft-
ware (Chote et al. 2014). A 2-pixel aperture radius was cho-
sen to minimise noise in the target over (sum of) comparison
flux-ratio.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Atmospheric parameters of WD1145
Spectroscopic determination of the surface gravity (log g) of
helium-atmosphere white dwarfs is subject to systematic un-
certainties (e.g. Koester & Kepler 2015), and the published
studies of WD1145 adopted a canonical log g = 8 (Vander-
burg et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2016). The Data Release 2 (DR2)
of the Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) pro-
vides an accurate parallax of WD1145, pi = 7.06± 0.12 mas,
placing it at a distance3 of d = 141.7 ± 2.5 pc. We have
estimated the atmospheric parameters using the Gaia par-
allax and three independent photometric data sets: Gaia
G, GBP, GRP, Pan–STARRS g, r, i, z, y, and SDSS u, g,
r, i, z (Table 1). For this purpose we computed a grid of
synthetic DBA white dwarf atmosphere models, adopting a
helium-dominated composition containing some trace hydro-
gen (log [H/He] = −4.70, Xu et al. 2016). The grid spanned
effective temperatures of Teff = 13 000− 17 000 K in steps of
250 K and surface gravities of log g = 7.5 − 8.5 in steps of
0.1 dex. To explore the effect of metal contamination on the
derived atmospheric parameters, we also computed a grid
of DBAZ models with the same range in Teff and log g, but
including trace-metals with abundances as measured by Xu
et al. (2016).
The fitting technique was the same as described in Hol-
lands et al. (2018). The synthetic fluxes were thereafter com-
bined with the mass-radius relation of Fontaine et al. (2001)
for thin hydrogen layers (MH/MWD = 10
−10, with MH and
MWD the masses of the hydrogen layer and the white dwarf,
respectively) to predict the stellar flux. This fixed the stellar
3 The parallax is sufficiently precise that the distance can simply
be computed from its inverse (Bailer-Jones et al. 2018).
radius RWD for a given Teff and log g. We then minimised
the χ2 between absolute Gaia photometry and absolute syn-
thetic magnitudes to derive the atmospheric parameters for
each data set. Given that these fits to photometric data are
sensitive to interstellar extinction, we repeated the fits for
two adopted values of reddening, the total column along
the line-of-sight towards WD1145 (Schlafly & Finkbeiner
2011), and the most likely column given the distance to
WD1145 based on the three-dimensional reddening maps of
Green et al. (2015) and Capitanio et al. (2017). Cooling ages
were computed using an updated set of models described
by Fontaine et al. (2001). Table 2 summarises the best-fit
parameters, and illustrates that all three photometric data
sets result in parameters that are consistent with each other
within the statistical errors, and that the main uncertainty
is the so far poorly constrained amount of interstellar ex-
tinction.
We adopt the mean of the parameters for the most likely
reddening, E(B − V ) = 0.01, obtaining: Teff = 15020 ±
520 (15380 ± 370) K and log g = 8.07 ± 0.07 (8.12 ± 0.05)
for the DBAZ (DBA) atmosphere model. Using the cooling
models of Fontaine et al. (2001), these parameters corre-
spond to MWD = 0.63± 0.05 (0.66± 0.03) M and a cooling
age of 224 ± 30 (228± 20) Myr. Including photospheric met-
als in the fit implies significant additional opacities in the
ultraviolet wavelength range, resulting in strong line blan-
keting compared to the DBA models, and consequently in
a slightly lower effective temperature. Given the fixed dis-
tance, this lower temperature is compensated by a slightly
larger radius, and hence lower mass. A final assessment of
the white dwarf parameters will have to await the analysis
of ultraviolet spectroscopy of WD1145 to account in detail
for the effect of metal-line blanketing.
The absorption lines from the circumstellar gas (Xu
et al. 2016) will cause minor perturbations in the observed
photometric spectral energy distribution of WD1145. The
results derived from the fits to three independent sets of pho-
tometry obtained over 15 years (SDSS: 2001, Pan–STARRS:
2012, Gaia: 2015) are consistent within their statistical er-
rors, demonstrating that the effect of the reported variabil-
ity in the strength of the circumstellar lines (Redfield et al.
2017; Cauley et al. 2018) is irrelevant for the atmospheric
parameters compared to the other sources of uncertainty.
We note that the cooling age of WD1145 places it in a
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Gaia DR2 Pan–STARRS SDSS
GBP = 17.039± 0.012 u = 16.932± 0.028
G = 17.167± 0.002 g = 17.072± 0.001 g = 17.076± 0.016
GRP = 17.234± 0.010 r = 17.321± 0.007 r = 17.377± 0.017
i = 17.563± 0.007 i = 17.601± 0.013
z = 17.825± 0.009 z = 17.838± 0.024
y = 17.955± 0.022
Table 1. Photometric magnitudes used to derive the atmospheric
parameters of WD1145. The Pan–STARRS and SDSS data are
given in mean-PSF (Point Spread Function; Tonry et al. (2012))
and PSF mag (Fukugita et al. 1996), respectively.
phase of the post-main sequence evolution where enhanced
dynamical activity is expected in the population of planetes-
imals around white dwarfs (Mustill et al. 2018). Using the
initial-to-final mass relations of Catala´n et al. (2008), Kali-
rai et al. (2008), Casewell et al. (2009) and Williams et al.
(2009), these white dwarf parameters imply a progenitor of
MMS = 2.48±0.14 M, where MMS was the mass of the star
in the main sequence. This corresponds to an early A-type
star with a main-sequence lifetime of 550 ± 100 Myr, hence
the total age of the system is a bit below one Gyr.
3.2 Simultaneous GTC and LT ‘white-light’ light
curves
Every light curve in this paper obtained from the GTC
data has been derived by integrating the flux over a lim-
ited wavelength range for each individual spectrum. We
avoided the three telluric regions marked by light-grey
shaded areas in Fig. 1 for the flux sum: two produced by
O2 (6820 − 6950 and 7530 − 7740 A˚), and a water vapour
feature (7200 − 7400 A˚). We then computed the integrated
flux ratio between WD1145 and the reference star. Finally,
we normalised these flux-ratio curves to the median value
of the out-of-transit points that lie in the interval between
159.9 and 181.5 min, shown as a light-grey shaded area in
the light curve plots.
The ‘white-light’ GTC light curve was obtained by in-
tegrating the flux over the wavelength range 4300− 9200 A˚.
Figure 2 shows the GTC spectrophotometry along with the
LT light curve, which we binned by a factor of 15, resulting
in a cadence similar to the GTC observations.
Both light curves show consistent behaviour. They ex-
hibit two distinct transit events (labelled as ‘A’ and ‘B’ in
the figure), whose start and end times as well as depths are
listed in Table 3. The beginning of the LT light curve displays
a smooth recovery of the flux. As the temporal coverage of
this light curve is longer than a typical orbit of the circum-
stellar debris producing transits, this feature is very likely
the final egress of the previous B event. We also detected
a third brief and shallow drop in flux of about four per cent
around 140 min in both the GTC and LT light curves, but
it is poorly resolved in our data.
The A transit lasts about 35 min, reaching a maximum
relative flux decrease of 30 per cent, while the longer B dip
lasts a total of 87 min with a maximum depth of 50 per cent.
Both transits show longer egress than ingress times. A and
B steeply drop to minimum light in 9 and 27 min, and re-
cover the 95 per cent level in 26 and 60 min, respectively.
The final egress for both transits is much shallower than the
ingress, with an apparent plateau followed by a slow recov-
ery to maximum light after a steep egress. In addition, the
brightness level near the minimum of the B transit shows
significant structure, with six individual dips that are al-
most equally spaced in time (see Fig. 7 and Sect. 4.1 for
a discussion). It is important to note that the same short-
time scale variability is observed in the LT and GTC light
curves. The coincidence of the same pattern of dips in the
data obtained with two independent telescope/instrument
combinations can be clearly seen in Fig. 7. This variabil-
ity is wavelength-independent (see Figs. 3 and 5), ruling out
that it is related to red noise. Finally, the amplitude of these
short-time scale structures (0.08 on average) significantly ex-
ceeds the root mean square of the out-of-transit region used
for normalisation, confirming that these structures are in-
trinsic to WD1145.
Xu et al. (2018) reported time-series photometry of
WD1145 that was obtained also on 2017 April 4, but cov-
ered the next orbital cycle. The A and B transits were still
present in their multi-wavelength photometric observations
(they labelled them as B2 and B3, respectively). While the
substructure of the B dip was only marginally resolved in
the light curve presented by Xu et al. (2018) (B3 in their
figure 2), their data do show evidence for the shallow drop
in flux that we detect around t = 140 min.
3.3 GTC colour light curves
In order to check for variations in the transit depth as a func-
tion of wavelength, we constructed light curves for a total
of five different wavelength ranges, each 900 − 1000 A˚ wide
(Fig. 3, top panel). We quantified their consistency by com-
puting the residuals between each colour light curve and the
GTC white-light light curve (Fig. 3, mid-top panel). The five
light curves behave consistently both in the out-of-transit
and the in-transit regions except for a ' 5 per cent discrep-
ancy in the 7400 − 8300 A˚ light curve (orange) starting at
about 275 min. We associate this reduction in flux with the
effect of residual telluric features in this wavelength range
and the increasing airmass (>1.5) towards the end of the
observations.
We reduced the wavelength coverage to extract the
bluest (4300 − 4800 A˚) and reddest (8700 − 9200 A˚) light
curves and to assess the difference between them, i.e. the
colour index (Fig. 3, mid-bottom and bottom panel, respec-
tively). The flat colour index indicates that no significant
colour effects exist over the most extreme wavelength ranges
covered by the GTC data.
3.4 Evolution of absorption lines during transits
The spectrum of WD1145 contains broad He i absorption
lines, as well as multiple narrower metal lines that are both
of photospheric and circumstellar origin (Xu et al. 2016).
The circumstellar lines exhibit short-term variability poten-
tially associated with transit events (Redfield et al. 2017).
We constructed a trailed spectrogram of the strongest cir-
cumstellar absorption line contained in the wavelength range
of the GTC data, Fe ii λ5169 (Fig. 4). It clearly shows, con-
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Figure 2. GTC/OSIRIS (top) and LT/RISE (bottom) light curves obtained on 2017 April 4. The GTC light curve was obtained by
integrating the spectra over 4300–9200 A˚. The dark purple dots in the LT light curve were binned by a factor 15 to obtain a cadence
similar to that of the GTC observations. The top x-axis (t− t0) is the time in minutes from the first data point of the unbinned LT light
curve. The median of the out-of-transit points inside the grey shaded area has been used to normalise the light curves. The two transits
observed are labelled as ‘A’ and ‘B’.
Figure 3. Top panel: GTC colour light curves constructed by integrating over five different bands. The grey shaded area encloses
the points used for the normalisation. Mid-top panel: difference between the white-light light curve and the five different bands. Short
horizontal lines mark the 3σ levels and the long dashed ones the larger quantity among them. Mid-bottom panel: the bluest and reddest
GTC light curves constructed by integrating over the indicated 500–A˚ wide bandpasses. Bottom panel: difference between the blue (b)
and the red (r) light curve. Grey horizontal dashed lines mark the 3σ level.
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Parameter Model Gaia DR2 Pan–STARRS SDSS Mean value
E(B − V ) = 0.01/0.024 E(B − V ) = 0.01/0.024 E(B − V ) = 0.01/0.024 E(B − V ) = 0.01/0.024
Teff (K) DBA 15440± 770/15870± 840 15300± 760/15890± 890 15400± 240/16040± 270 15380± 370/15940± 420
DBAZ 15090± 1050/15640± 1040 14890± 1110/15640± 1090 15070± 330/15840± 320 15020± 520/15710± 510
log g DBA 8.12± 0.10/8.14± 0.11 8.13± 0.10/8.16± 0.11 8.12± 0.03/8.16± 0.02 8.12± 0.05/8.15± 0.05
DBAZ 8.07± 0.15/8.11± 0.14 8.07± 0.16/8.13± 0.14 8.07± 0.02/8.14± 0.03 8.07± 0.07/8.13± 0.07
MWD (M) DBA 0.66± 0.06/0.68± 0.07 0.67± 0.06/0.69± 0.07 0.662± 0.016/0.689± 0.016 0.66± 0.03/0.69± 0.03
DBAZ 0.63± 0.09/0.66± 0.08 0.63± 0.10/0.67± 0.08 0.634± 0.016/0.673± 0.016 0.63± 0.05/0.67± 0.04
RWD (0.01 R) DBA 1.18± 0.08/1.16± 0.08 1.17± 0.08/1.14± 0.08 1.17± 0.02/1.14± 0.02 1.17± 0.04/1.15± 0.04
DBAZ 1.21± 0.12/1.18± 0.11 1.21± 0.13/1.16± 0.11 1.21± 0.02/1.16± 0.02 1.21± 0.06/1.17± 0.05
Age (Myr) DBA 223± 41/214± 42 235± 42/223± 43 227± 11/216± 10 228± 20/218± 20
DBAZ 220± 59/213± 53 230± 65/222± 55 223± 10/215± 10 224± 30/217± 26
Table 2. Atmospheric parameters of WD1145 derived from fitting the Gaia DR2 parallax and the photometry from Gaia DR2, Pan–
STARRS, and SDSS, adopting two values for the extinction, the total column (E(B − V ) = 0.024, Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011), and the
likely column for d = 141 pc based on three-dimensional reddening maps (E(B − V ) = 0.01, Green et al. 2015; Capitanio et al. 2017).
Parameters were derived from helium-dominated atmosphere models without (DBA) and with metals (DBAZ), with the abundances
fixed to those determined by Xu et al. (2016).
Dip Telescope/ Start – End ∆t Depth
Instrument (HJD – 2457848.0) (min) (%)
A GTC/OSIRIS 0.5333 – 0.5572 34.5 31.2
LT/RISE 0.5322 – 0.5575 36.4 30.3
B GTC/OSIRIS 0.5615 – 0.6221 87.3 49.7
LT/RISE 0.5611 – - 49.5
Table 3. Transit (dip) identification, telescope/instrument used,
start and end times, total time duration (∆t) and relative depth at
minimum light relative to the out-of-transit level. The normalised
flux threshold defining the transit start and end points was taken
as 0.95.
trary to the photospheric He i λ5016 line, a reduction in
strength during the B transit.
To quantify the changes in the strength of the circum-
stellar Fe ii λ5169 absorption line, we computed its equiv-
alent width for all individual GTC spectra over the wave-
length range 5151−5196 A˚, as well as for a neighbouring con-
tinuum region between 5580− 5625 A˚. During the B transit
the equivalent width of the Fe ii λ5169 line falls significantly
below its out-of-transit mean value, whereas the one of the
neighbouring continuum remains unaffected (Fig. 5, mid and
bottom panel, respectively). As a final, visual check we com-
pare in Fig. 5 (top panel) the light curve of the Fe ii λ5169
line, also computed over 5151− 5196 A˚, with the white light
light curve, which shows a deeper transit during minimum
light of the B transit.
We computed two histograms of the equivalent width
of the circumstellar Fe ii λ5169 line and two for the neigh-
bouring continuum region (Fig. 6). For each region, we pro-
duced one histogram for the in-transit spectra (points below
44.7 min or between 181.5 and 318 min, blue histograms),
and another one for the out-of-transit points (which contain
all other points, red histograms). The mean of the whole dis-
tribution (the in-transit plus the out-of-transit points) has
been subtracted from each pair of histograms.
The two Fe ii λ5169 histograms (Fig. 6, top panel) are
clearly distinct. The out-of-transit points (red histogram)
show a Gaussian distribution with the peak centred on pos-
itive equivalent widths, i.e. absorptions. However, the in-
transit spectra (blue histogram) show a significant trend to-
wards negative equivalent widths, with an enhanced tail that
makes the distribution asymmetric. This dichotomy is not
present in the histograms for the continuum (Fig. 6, bottom
panel), where the in-transit and out-of-transit points behave
consistently, with similar, symmetrical distributions.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Duration and shape of the transits
The transit signatures observed in WD1145 as part of the
intense follow-up observations obtained since their discovery
(Vanderburg et al. 2015) share multiple characteristics with
the candidate disintegrating planets KIC 12557548 b (Rap-
paport et al. 2012), KOI 2700-b (Rappaport et al. 2014) and
EPIC 201637175 (Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2015). All have short
orbital periods (∼few hours) and exhibit variable transit
depths and asymmetric transit shapes.
The two transits reported here, A (30 per cent depth,
see Fig. 2) and B (50 per cent) were already present at least
two weeks before our observations (2017 March 22, see Rap-
paport et al. 2018), and during that time the transits evolved
both in depth and shape. The transit durations we measured
(35 and 87 min for A and B, respectively) vastly exceed the
expected time for a solid body transiting the white dwarf
(' 1 min). Both occultations display a sharp ingress and a
longer egress, with a final plateau and a gradual recovery
to maximum light. The evolving, asymmetric shapes of the
transits and their long durations are consistent with the hy-
pothesis of Vanderburg et al. (2015) of being the signatures
of dust and gas clouds emanating from solid fragments on a
' 4.5 h orbital period, with cometary-like tails trailing the
occulting material.
In addition, we detected a complex structure at mini-
mum brightness of the B transit. We propose two distinct ex-
planations for the large duration of the B transit and its sub-
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Figure 4. Top panel: Trailed spectrogram of the GTC data containing the photospheric He i λ5016 and the circumstellar Fe ii λ5169
absorption lines. The spectra have been continuum-normalised. Redder colours indicate increasing absorption. Bottom panel: Simulta-
neous light curve obtained with the LT. Fe ii λ5169 clearly weakens during the B transit, whereas the He i λ5016 line remains largely
unaffected. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio decreases during the transits.
Figure 5. Top panel: light curves produced by integration over the wavelength ranges shown in the legend. The grey shaded area
indicates the range used for the normalisation. Mid and bottom panels: equivalent width of the circumstellar Fe ii λ5169 absorption line
and of the surrounding continuum. The grey dashed lines mark the 3σ level of each out-of-transit distribution, which are defined by the
thick black lines on both top-axes.
structure: the superposition of dust clouds emanating from
multiple solid fragments that are nearly equally spaced in
azimuth, or density structures within the extended dust tail
associated with a single fragment.
In the first scenario, the individual dips detected in the
light curve could be associated with fragments spaced ' 10◦
apart in azimuth. Salo & Yoder (1988) investigated the evo-
lution of up to nine co-orbital bodies, and found stable con-
figurations where all bodies were clumped on one side of the
orbit. Dynamical stability of six co-orbital fragments was ex-
plored in the context of WD1145 (Gurri et al. 2017), finding
that they remain stable for up to two years as long as their
masses are <∼ 1023 g and their eccentricities less than 0.1. A
more general quantification of the stability of co-orbital con-
figurations of objects orbiting white dwarfs has been studied
(Veras et al. 2016), obtaining results which suggest that sta-
bility may be achieved with different numbers of co-orbital,
Ceres-like objects. Although none of these studies included
fragments as closely spaced as ' 10◦, it appears plausible
that sufficiently low fragment masses can remain in stable
orbits for such a configuration.
In order to test the viability of this scenario, we follow
Rappaport et al. (2014) in using the asymmetric hyperbolic
secant (AHS) function to fit the ingress and egress times of
the transits individually. However, instead of adopting it as
an additive term, we use the AHS function as a multiplica-
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Figure 6. Equivalent width of the circumstellar Fe ii λ5169 ab-
sorption line (top) and its surrounding continuum (bottom). The
blue histograms correspond to the in-transit spectra and the red
ones to the out-of-transit spectra. The total mean of both sets of
distributions has been subtracted (1.71 A˚ for the Fe ii λ5169 line
and −0.22 A˚ for the continuum).
Figure 7. The LT light curve at the original 5-s cadence (gray)
and binned by a factor seven (purple points) and zoomed in the B
transit. The solid lines are the best fits with the function given by
Eq. 1, where the ingress and egress time scales have been fixed to
the values given by a fit to the A dip (red), or considered as free
parameters (blue). The GTC white-light light curve (green points)
has also been plotted with an offset −0.1 in order to emphasise the
match between the short-term variability in the two independent
data sets. The top x-axis (t− t0) is the time in minutes from the
first data point of the unbinned LT light curve.
tive transmission function, which easily allows to combine
the effect of multiple overlapping dips as:
Flux(t) = f0
∏
n
(
an
e−(t−tn)/ti,n + e(t−tn)/te,n
+ 1
)−1
(1)
where f0 is the out-of-transit flux level, n represents the
number of AHS and an, tn, ti,n and te,n are the depth fac-
tor scale, the time at minimum flux and the ingress and
egress time scales of the n−dip, respectively. Therefore, the
fitting method used here has 4n + 1 free parameters and
we used a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Levenberg 1944;
Marquardt 1963) to derive the least-squares fit.
We first fitted the A transit with Eq. 1 and n = 1 (five
free parameters) and obtained ti,1(A) = 1.5 and te,1(A) =
5.6 min. We then fitted the B transit with the superposition
of n = 6 A-transit profiles, i.e. keeping ti,n and te,n fixed to
the values found for the A dip, and leaving f0, an and tn free
(a total of 13 free parameters). This approach reproduced
reasonably well the first four minima in the B dip, but failed
to match the last two minima (see the red curve in Fig. 7).
As a second experiment, we performed a fit to the B transit
again with n = 6 transit profiles, but leaving also ti,n and
te,n as free parameters (hence a total of 25 free parameters,
blue line in Fig. 7). This model provides a much better fit to
the substructure observed in dip B. The parameters of the
fits to the A and B transits are reported in Table 4.
Both fits show that the broad B transit can be repro-
duced by the superposition of six individual transits caused
by multiple fragments closely spaced in azimuth. There is
no reason for the six fragments to produce identical ingress
and egress time scales, yet the overall agreement of the 13-
parameter fit is remarkably good. In contrast, while the 25-
parameter fit results in a much closer agreement with the
observed shape of the B transit, the larger uncertainties in
the fit parameters suggest that the increased number of free
parameters is under-constrained. We note in passing that the
six times of transit minimum are roughly equally spaced in
time, with an average separation of 6.2±1.1 min. The nearly
equal spacing of these bodies is reminiscent of the string of
fragments of comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (Weaver et al. 1994).
The alternative scenario of a single dust cloud was pro-
posed before by Alonso et al. (2016) to explain the structure
of the transits observed on 2016 January 18 by changes in
the optical depth of the debris. The B transit extends ' 120◦
in azimuth, and it is not clear what mechanism would cause
the relatively sharp ingress and egress of such a large debris
cloud associated with a single solid fragment.
4.2 Grey transits
We extracted light curves over five different bands from the
GTC data, finding no significant differences in the depth of
the transits as a function of wavelength (see Fig. 3). Fol-
lowing the detection of the ‘bluing’ (Hallakoun et al. 2017),
we carefully compared the bluest and reddest light curves
extracted from the GTC data, again not finding any differ-
ence beyond the 2σ level at any interval. However, we were
limited in the spectral range of the GTC observations to the
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Dip # free parameters n f0 an tn (min) ti,n (min) te,n (min)
A 5 1 0.981± 0.005 0.63± 0.05 198.5± 0.4 1.5± 0.2 5.6± 0.6
B 13 1 0.945± 0.004 0.88± 0.03 246.02± 0.12 1.5 5.6
2 0.74± 0.04 253.4± 0.2 1.5 5.6
3 0.78± 0.05 259.9± 0.2 1.5 5.6
4 0.62± 0.05 266.9± 0.3 1.5 5.6
5 0.31± 0.05 272.3± 0.8 1.5 5.6
6 0.36± 0.05 277.1± 0.4 1.5 5.6
B 25 1 0.968± 0.010 0.64± 0.05 247.0± 0.3 1.4± 0.3 1.3± 0.3
2 1.58± 0.06 255.4± 1.2 4.5± 0.7 3.7± 2.3
3 0.53± 0.37 259.4± 0.4 0.7± 0.4 11± 18
4 0.72± 0.50 267.5± 1.8 2.0± 1.0 5± 5
5 0.21± 0.16 272.3± 0.2 0.5± 0.4 15± 27
6 0.38± 0.06 278.0± 0.4 0.8± 0.3 1.7± 0.6
Table 4. Parameters of the best fits to transits A and B using Eq. 1. The 13-free-parameter fit to the B dip was computed fixing the
ti,n and te,n to the values obtained for the A dip.
equivalent of the g-band, whereas they obtained u-, g-, r-,
and i-band photometry.
In the canonical optically-thin scenario, this result is in
good agreement with the findings of Alonso et al. (2016).
They argued that the transits in WD1145 are grey across
the optical range, and deduced a lower size of 0.5µm for the
dust particles by computing the A˚ngstro¨m exponents for
common minerals. Similar conclusions were reached based
on observations obtained from 2015 to 2017 (Zhou et al.
2016; Croll et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2018). Despite the rapid
evolution in the number, depths, and shapes of the transits
suggesting the dynamical evolution of the system, there is
as yet no sign of the production of small particles.
However, in the optically-thin scenario discussed so far
in the published studies, the dust cloud responsible for the
transits must cover a great part of the height of the white
dwarf as seen from Earth. By optically thin we understand
an optical depth τ  1 (or at least τ < 1), since τ = 1
corresponds to an attenuation along that line of sight of (1−
e−1) = 63 per cent. Consequently, an optically-thin medium
would have to extend roughly the whole vertical extent of
the stellar disc to get a transit depth of 50 per cent. The dust
grains would therefore have a significant vertical velocity
dispersion and experience collisions that would result in the
generation of yet smaller dust grains.
Taking a white dwarf mass of 0.636 M (Table 2), the
orbital velocity corresponding to a 4.5 h orbit is 320 km s−1.
With a white dwarf radius of 0.01205 R (Table 2), an opti-
cally thin dust cloud covering the disc of the star must com-
prise grains with orbital inclinations up to i ≈ 0.58◦ with
respect to the line of sight, and corresponding vertical veloc-
ities up to vz ≈ 3.25 km s−1. Using a cloud radius of 9.5 R⊕
as postulated by Croll et al. (2017), these numbers increase
to i ≈ 4.30◦ and vz ≈ 23.50 km s−1. By comparison, the
collision velocity needed for catastrophic fragmentation of
1µm grains is only 0.12 km s−1 (Stewart & Leinhardt 2009).
Thus, ongoing generation of small grains is unavoidable.
As well as the collision velocities, the collision rate is
also a factor in the production of small grains. Owing to the
relatively large optical depth of this “optically-thin” cloud
(a 50 per cent transit depth corresponds to an optical depth
along the radial line-of-sight of τrad = 0.7), grain–grain col-
lisions will occur frequently. If the dust cloud has a cir-
cular cross-section, then the vertical optical depth is also
τvert = 0.7. Grains in the cloud traverse it vertically twice
per orbit (once ascending, once descending), meaning that
only 25 per cent of grains will not have suffered a collision in
a single 4.5 h orbit. However, the vertical optical depth can
be reduced if the dust cloud is more extended radially than
vertically. If the radial extent is k times the vertical extent,
the half-life of the dust grains (in units of the orbital period)
is N1/2 = k ln 2/2τrad. Now, the observed lifetime of tran-
sit features ranges from ∼days to >months (e.g. Ga¨nsicke
et al. 2016). Taking a minimum of ten orbits for the lifetime
of the transit features implies k > 20 to avoid significant
collisional evolution of grains over the lifetime of the cloud.
Such a large value of k corresponds to a radial extent of the
dust features of 50 R⊕, or 0.4 times the orbital radius, which
would rapidly destroy such physical structures through the
action of Keplerian shear. To maintain the observed coher-
ence of the transit features, k must be small, resulting in
a rapid production of small grains, fast enough that they
should be detectable.
While the observed lack of small grains may be ex-
plained by their short lifetimes to sublimation (Xu et al.
2018), the origin of the vertical motions remains to be ex-
plained. A parent planetesimal can only gravitationally ex-
cite vertical velocities comparable to its escape velocity, i.e.
0.65 km s−1 for a 500 km radius and a density of 3 g cm−3,
insufficient to excite the cloud to cover the face of the white
dwarf. An alternative source of velocity excitation would be
turbulent motions in the gas, if the gas disc is sufficiently
dense and the grains well coupled. With grain temperatures
ranging from 1100 to 1900 K (Xu et al. 2018), thermal ve-
locities of oxygen atoms (a light species) in the gas would be
1.36 to 1.76 km s−1. Hence, not only would the grains have to
be well-coupled to a turbulent gas disc, but the turbulence
would have to be highly supersonic.
The above considerations motivate us to reconsider an
optically-thick, geometrically-thin cloud. We explore this
scenario in Appendix A, finding that it is not only possible
but also viable. The inclinations for the optically-thick discs
are ∼ 0.08◦, consistent with stirring by a 500 km planetesi-
mal. In this case, a wavelength dependence of the observed
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transit depth is prevented by the large gradient of optical
depth moving away from the mid-plane (see Fig. A1, top).
Inferred dust masses lie between the estimated mass of the
Fe ii component of the gas disc (Redfield et al. 2017), and
the total mass of accreted material and mass of the parent
body (Redfield et al. 2017, Fig. A1, bottom). The high op-
tical depth in the mid-plane would in fact shield the small
grains from sublimation. A potential challenge to this model,
however, is that it cannot explain the IR excess, which then
requires an additional, inclined, dust component (Xu et al.
2018).
4.3 Variability of circumstellar absorptions during
transit
The trailed spectrogram of one broad photospheric He i ab-
sorption line (λ5016) and the strongest circumstellar line in
our spectral coverage, Fe ii λ5169, clearly shows the latter
almost disappearing during the B transit, while He i λ5016
remains steady. We measured the equivalent width evolution
of the Fe ii line (see Fig. 5) and found a decrease and subse-
quent increase, which match the ingress and egress times of
the photometric transit.
A decrease in the strength of some circumstellar fea-
tures associated with major photometric transits has previ-
ously been suggested by Redfield et al. (2017), though their
data were lacking simultaneous photometry. Our wide-slit
GTC spectrophotometry, accompanied by the simultaneous
LT photometry, unambiguously confirms the correlation be-
tween continuum extinction and the equivalent width de-
crease of the circumstellar absorption lines.
In order to see a decrease in the strength of the circum-
stellar line, a fraction of the light that passes through the
gas and produces the absorption has to be blocked, while
the light that does not interact with this gas is not, or it
is less affected. The qualitative implications derived from
this are: (1) the gas is not covering the full projected stellar
disc of the white dwarf, (2) during the B transit, the dust
blocks a larger fraction of the light that penetrates the cir-
cumstellar gas than that unaffected by the gas. We develop
in Appendix B a simple model that quantitatively accounts
for the fraction of the white dwarf covered by dust and/or
gas and its implications on the depth of the circumstellar
lines. The main conclusions of this model are that the frac-
tion of the gas covered by dust is around 1.5–2 times greater
than the fraction of the star that is covered only by dust (in
order to see the reported decrease in the line), and that the
weakening of the circumstellar absorption lines due to dust
would happen independently of the relative location of gas
and dust (the gas being closer to the white dwarf than the
dust, or vice versa), as was previously suggested (Hallakoun
et al. 2017).
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained simultaneous fast spectrophotometry and
photometry of WD 1145+017 spanning more than one or-
bital cycle of the major debris fragments, and detected two
deep transits which both showed a remarkable delay in the
egress compared to their ingress times, consistent with the
scenario of a comet-like tail emanating from the fragments.
The deepest transit shows substantial substructure near
minimum light caused either by a closely spaced chain
of rocky fragments, akin to the debris stream of comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9, or by a debris cloud extending 120◦ in
azimuth with an inhomogeneous density structure.
Extracting five 900− 1000 A˚ wide light curves from the
GTC spectrophotometry reveals no significant colour effects
in the depth of the transits, confirming the grey nature of
the dust that has been established by multiple studies based
on data taken from 2015 to 2017. We explored the viability
of an optically-thick scenario in order to account for the non-
detection of small particles, and concluded that it is possible
and simpler than the optically-thin one.
We have detected a significant decrease in the strength
of the circumstellar Fe ii λ5169 absorption line during the
deepest transit, where the association is confirmed by our
simultaneous broadband photometry. This result strongly
suggests that gas and dust are spatially correlated. During
the deepest transit, dust blocks a larger fraction of light
that would otherwise interact with the circumstellar gas
than light unaffected by gas. The decrease in the strength of
the circumstellar line provides no information on the rel-
ative location of gas and dust along the line-of-sight to-
wards the white dwarf. Time-resolved spectroscopy with a
higher signal-to-noise ratio has the potential to provide fur-
ther insight into the geometry of the gas and dust within
WD 1145+017.
Finally, we used the parallax obtained from Gaia Data
Release 2 and photometric data of three independent sur-
veys to derive the atmospheric parameters of WD 1145+017.
Adopting the most likely reddening, E(B − V ) = 0.01, re-
sults in Teff = 15020 ± 520 K and log g = 8.07 ± 0.07 for a
DBAZ composition of the atmosphere, which correspond to
MWD = 0.63± 0.05 M and a cooling age of 224 ± 30 Myr.
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APPENDIX A: AN OPTICALLY-THICK
CLOUD
The scenario of an optically-thin dust cloud causing the ob-
served transits presents two main problems: the unknown
origin of particle vertical motions and the lack of small
particles (the non-detection). Therefore, we explored an al-
ternative scenario: an optically-thick and geometrically-thin
cloud.
For simplicity, we model this as a rectangular profile
crossing the white dwarf, with height 2hr and 2hb in red
(λr = 8950 A˚) and blue (λb = 4550 A˚) wavebands, respec-
tively. We consider the cloud to be totally opaque below
|z| = h and transparent above |z| = h, identifying |z| = h
with the surface where the optical depth τ is 1 (as we shall
see, the vertical gradient in optical depth is large, so this
approximation is valid).
From the lack of observed wavelength dependence on
the transit depth D, we have a 3σ upper limit of |Db−Dr| .
0.06 on the difference between red and blue transit depths
(Fig 3). Taking into account that
∆D =
2(hb − hr)
√
R2WD − h2r
piR2WD
, (A1)
this corresponds to a difference of |hb − hr| . 0.13 R⊕ on
the heights on the τ = 1 surface. We now demonstrate
that an optically-thick cloud composed of small grains (with
very different opacities which would be detectable in the
optically-thin case) can indeed satisfy this constraint and re-
main undetectable, so long as it is sufficiently concentrated
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in the mid-plane and the vertical density gradient is suffi-
ciently high.
If the grains have a Rayleigh distribution of inclinations
with parameter (mode) σI (appropriate for random excita-
tions), then the vertical number density n and optical depth
are Gaussian:
τ ∝ n ∝ exp
(−z2/2a2σ2I)√
2piaσI
, (A2)
where a is the orbital semi-major axis. In particular, the
mid-plane optical depth is given by
τ0,r = exp
(
h2r/2a
2σ2I
)
. (A3)
The ratio of optical depths in the two wavebands can be
parameterised by the A˚ngstro¨m exponent α:
τb/τr ∝ (λr/λb)α , (A4)
where typically α lies between 1 and 4. Then hb satisfies
1 =
(
λr
λb
)α
τ0,r exp
(−h2b/2a2σ2I) (A5)
or, if |hb − hr|  hr,
hb = hr
[
1 + α
(
aσI
hr
)2
ln
(
λr
λb
)]
. (A6)
The corresponding change in observed transit depth between
the two wavebands is therefore
Db −Dr = 2α
pi
ln
λr
λb
σ2I
hr
RWD
(
hr
a
)−2√
1−
(
hr
RWD
)2
.
(A7)
Given an observed limit on this change ∆D, we therefore
have an upper limit on the inclination parameter
σ2I ≤ pi∆D
2α ln (λr/λb)
RWD
hr
(
hr
a
)2 [
1−
(
hr
RWD
)2]−1/2
,
(A8)
and a corresponding lower limit on the mid-plane optical
depth
τ0,r ≥ exp
[
α ln (λr/λb)
pi∆D
hr
RWD
√
1−
(
hr
RWD
)]
. (A9)
As an example, with α = 4 and the observed limit
∆D < 0.06, we have σI < 0.072
◦ and τ0,r > 200. The
corresponding vertical profile in optical depth is shown in
Fig. A1.
As a sanity check, we now compute the corresponding
total mass and mid-plane number density of grains, assum-
ing a grain size of 0.3µm. We find a number density of
4.3 cm−3 and a total mass 2.6× 1017 g. This compares with
an estimate of the total mass accreted onto the white dwarf
of 2–3× 1023 g and a mass of gaseous Fe ii of > 1011 g (Red-
field et al. 2017), and with a mass of 1.6×1024 g for a 500 km
parent body. Indeed, this parent body would have a surface
escape velocity 0.65 km s−1, which now compares favourably
with the velocity dispersion of the geometrically thin cloud
(0.40 km s−1).
Figure A1. Top: Optical depth τ of the geometrically-thin dust
cloud as a function of height z, with an inclination parameter
σI = 0.08
◦. The red, blue and dashed blue lines correspond to
the optical depths of the red and blue (α = 1 and α = 4) wave-
bands, respectively. Moving away from the mid-plane, the optical
depth transitions rapidly from τ  1 to τ  1. Only the narrow
region between the red and the blue curves would contribute to an
observed difference in transit depth between the red and the blue
wavebands. Bottom: total mass in small grains and mid-plane
number density for a range of A˚ngstro¨m exponents α.
The A˚ngstro¨m exponent α = 4 is the most extreme
value in the Mie scattering regime, with the largest difference
in opacity between red and blue wavebands, and therefore
gives the strongest constraint on vertical flattening and the
mid-plane optical depth. The inferred cloud masses and den-
sities are lower for lower α, with the cloud mass only 1016 g
if α = 1. The dependence of mass and number density on α
is shown in the lower panel of Fig. A1.
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APPENDIX B: GEOMETRICAL MODEL FOR
GAS ABSORPTION DURING TRANSIT
To explain the decrease in the equivalent width of the cir-
cumstellar gas absorption line during the photometric tran-
sit, consider a simple model which makes no strong assump-
tions about the geometry. It assumes that:
(i) the area of the stellar disc has four different regions:
that covered by both gas and dust, that covered only by gas,
that covered only by dust and that with a clean line of sight;
(ii) the stellar disc is assumed to be of uniform bright-
ness (a simplification that ignores limb darkening)
(iii) the dust attenuates the brightness uniformly across
the area it covers due to an optical depth τd, and likewise
for the gas with an optical depth τg.
In this way, dust covering the fraction fd of the stel-
lar disc would cause an achromatic (see Sect. 4.2) dimming
δd = fd[1−exp (−τd)]. Similarly, the circumstellar gas would
absorb light, resulting in a line depth in the absence of dim-
ming of δg0 = fg[1 − exp (−τg)], where fg is the fraction
of the stellar disc covered by gas. Here we assume that the
optical depth of the gas is sufficiently small to cause neg-
ligible attenuation in the continuum outside the line. With
the above assumptions, the resulting line depth when the
observed level of dimming is δd is given by
δg = δg0
[
1− δd(fgd/fd)
1− δd
]
, (B1)
where fgd is the fraction of gas covered by dust. Therefore,
the fractional change in the line depth is independent of the
optical depths of the dust and the gas, it only depends on the
observed level of dimming and the ratio fgd/fd. We plotted
Eq. B1 in Fig. B1, showing that during dimming:
– there is no change in line depth if fgd/fd = 1 (i.e. the
dust covers equal fractional areas of gas and stellar surface)
– the line depth increases if fgd/fd < 1 (i.e. the dust
covers more of stellar surface than what it covers of the gas)
– the line depth decreases if fgd/fd > 1 (i.e. the dust
covers a greater fraction of gas than that corresponding to
the stellar surface)
Here we reported a significant decrease in the average
equivalent width when the dimming reached 50 per cent (B
dip). This detection would constrain the ratio fgd/fd be-
tween 1.5 and 2 (Fig. B1), meaning that the fraction of the
gas covered by dust is around 1.5–2 times greater than the
fraction of the star that is covered by dust. This implies that
the geometry is such that the projected distribution of the
gas and dust are correlated, and since the level of dimming
reaches 50 per cent (and so fd must be in the range 0.5–1),
the majority of the gas must be at locations where there is
also dust when seen in projection against the star.
As we made no assumptions regarding the geometry of
the system, the same change of δg can be reached if the gas
is being located closer to the white dwarf than the dust, or
vice versa. If dust is closer, it would dim a fraction of the
light before it reaches the gas. Alternatively, if the gas is
closer to the white dwarf than the dust, the light affected
by circumstellar absorption lines caused by the gas would
afterwards be attenuated by the dust.
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Figure B1. Fractional change in the line depth of a circumstellar
gas absorption line δg/δg0 as a function of the (observable) level
of dimming due to dust δd. This change depends only on fgd/fd,
which is the ratio between the fraction of the gas causing the line
that is covered by dust and the fraction of the star that is covered
by dust.
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